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Absrracf-Tbis paper describes the design of a Fuzzy logic 
based controller to counter the small signal oscillatory insta- 
bility in power system. The stabilizing signal is computed in 
real time using suitable fuzzy membership functions depend- 
ing upon the state of the generator on the speed-acceleratiw 
phase plane. 

The use of output membership function permits further fine 
tuning of the controller parameters for varied system con6g- 
urations specially in multimachine environment. The efficacy 
of the proposed stabilizing technique has been demonstrated 
using multi-nuchine computer simulation model of power 
system under a wide range of system and test conditions. 

Keyword-Synchronous Generator, Power System Stabilizer 
(PSS). Fuzzy Logic Contioller (FLC). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to increasing size and complexity of electric power sys- 
tems. there has been an increasing interest in stabilization of 
such large-scale power systems. In the past fixed gain con- 
trollers were effectively used for damping out the low f r e  
quency oscillations. These stabilizers are designed based on 
linearized model of power systems for a particular operat- 
ing and system condition. They are unable to mainbin their 
perfonnance in constantly changing operating conditions of 
highly non-linear, interconnected power systems of tcday. 
They are also not very effective in damping out the charac- 
teristic multiinodal oscillations of interconnected system. 

Adaptive stabilizers. which could track the changes in sys- 
tem dyn'amics in real time should be in principle able to per- 
form well for all network and operating conditions. Stabilizer 
design based on adaptive control techniques, such as Model 
Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC), Self Tuning Control 
(STC) and Gain Scheduling have been extensively reported in 
literature. which appear to have better performances than the 
conventional stabilizer. Use of adaptive stabilizers has how- 
ever not become popular in actual power plants due to various 
constraints. such as complexity of design. extensive real-time 
computational requirements, and possible non-convergence 
and numerical instability of the control algorithms. 

With recent advancement in Robust control technology, there 
has been a sustained effort to design robust Power System 
Stabilizer which could maintain its performance in spite of 
changes in system dynamics due to changes in network and 
operating conditions. It is however often not possible to 
achieve the desired performance with the degree of robust- 
ness required over the entire range of operating condition. 

In recent years fuzzy logic based controllers have been sug- 
gested for PSS design. These are model-free controllers, i.e. 
the exact mathematical model of the controlled system is not 
required. Th$,control. strategy depends upon a set of rules 
which describes tlie behavior of the controller. The ability 
to handle changes in plant parameters due to changes in op- 
emting and system conditions and the abiiity of self hining 
of parameters to a certain extent are in-built in sucli,design 
process. 

The Fuzzy Logs Based PSS with 7 x 7(=49) rules, indekd 
gives a consistently better performance than the Conventional 
PSS (CPSS) but contioller design agd mathematics! opera- 
tions with 49 rules is rather complex and time consuming. 
Simple rule based stabilizers [l], [2], [41 have been proposed 
to solve this problem. One of the alteinatives would be to 
represent the two states of $e genelator Aw .(speed devia- 
tion) and A# (acceleration) in polar form, and generate tlie 
PSS signal based on the magnitude ' R  and angle a (Figure 
I). This type of stabilizer was originally proposed by Hiyam 
and Lim [3]. ' h o  fuzzy membership functions LN (a)  and 
Lk(a) were defined for the input angle a. The values of 
these two functions which were complimntay to each other 
were either 0 or81 or varied linearly over the operating range 
of a, 0 to 360'. The overall gain of the PSS was linearly 
increased with magnitude 'R' up to a pre-specified value D, 
after which it was held constant. 

Hassan et al [4] modified the membership functions to be 
nonlinear and smooth based on the assumption that Uiese 
would be more suitable for synchronous machines. They also 
introduced a tunable parameter a. (Figure 2) below which. 
membership functions have value of eiher 0 or 1. The output 
of the PSS however were calculated as specified by Hiyama 
and was generated directly by utilizing the values of LN(aj, 
LP(a), and the gain determined by magnitude 'R'. 
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Figure 1. Six secton in phase plane. 

Figure 2. MFs plots for variable a 

Computations of the PSS output was simplified by d i n g  
LP(a)+LN(a)  = 1. nliseffectivelymeansthatLN(a) = 
Oforb < n,oru 5 2&.andL,P(a) = l-LV(a),where,a; 
is a tuiiing p k e t e r ,  Figiue 2:The maximum aid minimum 
value of m&ubership iunctions L N ( a )  '%d LP(a)  respec- 
tively is dependent on ai. The domainof th,e funciion LN(6') 
is (a*.< a < 360'). 

Depending on the system requirements, sometimes it is nec- 
essary to rotate the min-max axis (Figure I )  by a suitable an- 
gle. This can be done either by modification of input mem- 
bership function along the axis of angle a Figure 2) or by 
modifying the angle a duectly. The foimer method is used 
by Hassan el a1 [4], where upper domain of a for MFs is fixed 
to 2n, but the problem associated with this is that, when'a, is 
shifted then change in angle a at the lowest domain (a = a;) 
is maximum and keeps on decreasing towards a = 311 and 
finally to zem. So, the effect on controller performance is not 
same for all a in the domain [a; 2111. 

' 

2 .  THE PROPOSED POLAR INPUT FUZZY LOGIC 
CONTROLLED Pss (PFPSS) 

In the following section a Polar Input Fuzzy Logic controlled 
PSS pFPSS) has been developed. There is no need to use 
two sepmte input gains for Aw and AW. because the FLC of 
this PFPSS uses the polar angle of the properly scaled inputs. 
which depends upon the ratio of the scaled inputs. For the 
convenience we take only one gain I(,,,i, for the A& input. 

The scaling factor Ii,,,l, decides as to which variable, speed 

deviation Aw or acceleration 4; has more weightage in mag- 
nitude R ( k ) .  In the pioposed controller the magnitude of out- 
put from the Fuzzy logic contioller (FLC) is set to be max- 
imum and m i n i m  at 45O and 135' axis respectively. The 
m - m i n  is fixed at these angles. But due to scaling of Aci 
by the gain hroccln. all the points in the phase pliie are re- 
located and sometimes system conditions may also requiie 
these points to be relocated. Hence there is a need for clock- 
wise or anticlockwise rotation for better tuning of the PSS. 
"his can be done by adding or subtracting an angle.0 from 
phase plane angle a of the polar form 

The output is not directly computed by using 'R..  ' L P  
and ;LN' only, as would be the case in conventional mle 
based stabilizer design but is also based on suitably designed 
output-membership functions ' P  and 'N', Figwe 3. 

The Controller and the Control Scheme 

The slate of the generator at any instq-t is'described by two 
parameters i.e. deviation in speed, (Aw) and acceleration 
(Ac). The stabilizing signal at any instant reflects the devi- 
ations in the states of generator from the desired equilibrium 
point, i.e. the origin in the Aw-A; phase plane. The stabiliz- 
ing signal is renewed at every sampling instant. 

The configutation of the propsed stabilizer (PFPSS) is 
shown in Figure 4. The study unit is equipped with n.fast- 
acting static-exciter. The supplementary stabilizing signal KT 
is added to the voltage reference in excitation control loop. 

The stabilizing signal Vs ( t)  is then given by (in discrete fomi; 
. .  

- Vs( t )=Vs(k )  for k a T . < t < ( k + l ) A T  
, . . . .  

where, k indicates the sanipling instant kAT. and A T  de- 
notes the sampling interval. The deviation of generator speed 
4 w  (rad/s) is measured at eveiy sampling time k4T.  and the 
acceleration of the generator is calcnlated as. 

Aw(k) = { Aw(k) - 1) 

Only one past data, Aw(k - 1) is required for the calculation 
in addition to the newly measured data, Aw(k). The genera- 
tor state at the time t = k A T  is given by the point R(k) in the 
phase plane as shown in Figure 1. 

R(k)  = [Aw(k) ,K&, {Aw(k)  - Aw(k - l)}/AT] (2)  

The origin ' 0  is the desimd equilibtiiun point, and all the 
control efforts should be directed to shift the generator state 
R(k) towards the origin '0  of the phase plane. 

The quantities Aw and 4WaC (= KaCclnAW) which are 90' 
out of phase in phase plane in Cartesian f o m  are convened 
into P o l a ~ f o m  R and a, shown in Figure 1. This angle is 
modified to an angle 8. for fnrther control as shown in Fig- 
ure 4. Angle 8 is thus the only input for the FLC. which is 
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Figure 3. Input-output membership functions plots. 

divided into two linguistic variables LN(8)  and LP(8). Fig- 
ure 3. Insuch condition, only two rules exist and hence the 
computation$ burden and time to compute the output signal 
are reduced drastically. Functions LN(0) ,  LP(6'). ' N  and 
'P are defined in the Appendix (Equations A.l-A.4 and Ta- 
ble 2). Output of the fuzzy controller is multiplied with the 
magnitude R with a suitable gain KO to get the controller out- 
put. The block diagmn of pmposed polar input fuzzy logic 
based PSS is shown in Figure 4. 

, Coatml mles arid Strategies 

The state of the genemtor.at any instant is given by the phasor 
R(k) in the phase plane as shown in Figure I. The phase plane 
is divided into six sectors. namely A, B, C, D, E, and P. 

In the proposed method, the two membership functions 
LN(6') and LP(0) are symmeaical about an angle 225'. The 
domain of the membership functions are defined for a = 45' 
to 405' for easier handling, i.e. {45O 5 0 S (360 + 45)O}. 
Futher LN(0)  and LP(6') membership values are computed 
from-Ggle 0 which is derived from polar angle a by adding 
0 (a tunable parameter) to a.The.requkd control smtegy is 
thus as follows: 

. (a) In Sector A (0' - 90'). control signal 'Vo' from FLC 
should be large positive as both speed deviation A" and 
scaled acceleration AWac are positive. The membership 
gmde, p should be larger for the LP(0) and lower for LN(0)  
and it is maximum ( p  6 1) for LP(6') and the minimum 
(p 2 0) for LN(p)  at an angle of 45'. . (b)InsectorB (315°-360'),conaolsigoal 'Vo'fmmFLC 
should be low positive, as speed deviation Aw is large posi- 
tive and scaled acceleration A& is small negative. . (c) In sector C (270' - 315"). control signal from FLC 
should be low negative, as Aw is small positive and AWa, is 
large negative. . (d) In sectors D, E and F all the situations are completely 
opposife to those in sectors A, B and C respectively. 

The output of FLC is divided into two linguistic variables ' P  
and 'N', which are triangular MFs as shown in Figure 3. So, 
here only two simple niles are genented, which are as follow. 

( I )  If '8' is LP(8) then 'Vo' is P. 
(2) If '8' is LN(B) then 'Vo' is N 

Figure 4. 
Logic Controller. 

Block diagam of Proposed Polar Input Fuzzy 

At an angle of 45' or 405'. the value of membership func- 
tion of LP(8) is maximum and that for LN(0)  is minimum. 
so that 'Vo' is positive maximum. At an angle of 135' and 
315'. the value of membership fuoction for both LP(8) and 
LN(0)  is same, so that 'Vo' is minimum (zero). At an angle 
of 229,  the value of membership function LP(6') is mini- 
mum and that for LN(6') is maximum, so tbat 'Vo' is nega- 
tive maximum The input to FLC is angle 8 which is defined 
as: 

8 = {(a-0)+360}' f o r a - 8 < 4 5 '  
= (a-0)' for a 2 45' (3) 

At each sampling instant, 8 is calculated and from the iu- 
put membership functions (Differential signmidal member- 
ship functions. DSIGMFs are used), corresponding values 
of membership grades (k)  are mapped to output member- 
ship functions (Triangular membership hctious. TRlMFs 
mused) ,  i.e. foraparricularvalueof0,mmbeishipgr~eof 
L N ( 0 )  is mapped to ' N  of output W a n d  membership grade 
of LP(0)  is mapped to ' P  of output MF p i g u t  3). Then 
centroid of hatched areas is calculated to get the crisp value 
'Vo'.fmm the FLC. For example if 0 equals 180'. output Vo 
is found to be -0.6. The output of FLC 'Vo' is mnltiplied with 
the magoifude R, and then finally scaled to Vs by a output 
gain KO. V, is the feedback output from this controller. 

3. SELECTION OF STABILIZER PARAMETERS 

For setting the FLC parameters Kacctn. KO and 0. the fol- 
lowing discrete-type quadratic performance index J is mini- 
mized. 

M 
J = C { t k . A a ( k ) } '  (4) 

k=1 

In the above index J, the speed deviatioa Aw(k) is weighed 
by the respective time t k  = kAT .  where. M indicates the to- 
tal data number. This gives the t h e  optimal control of study 
unit. CPSS pammeters are as computed by Hiyann [21. block 
diagram of which is shown in Fignre 11. Stabilizing signal 
Vs is limited to + 0.15. The optimal parameters of lwth the 
stabilizers are given in Table 1 of the Appendix. 
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to demonstrate the efficiency'of the proposed stabi- 
lizer, several siniulatioiis were performed by using a multima. 
chine system. Highly ihpmved system performances werc 
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Figure 5 .  A step change of ATm2 = 0.1 pu at unit 1, under 
LOP. 
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Figure I. A step change of ATm2 = 0.1 pu at unit 1, under 
sop. 
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Figure 9. A step change of AT,, = 0.1 pu at unit 3, under 
HOP. 
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Figure 10. A 3-4 to ground f&1&50 ms at B. under HOP. 

obtained in all cases with the proposed stabilizer in spite Of 
its sirrqle conhol sbucture. A lbree macline system without 
infinite bus model is used for n m r i c a l  simulations [Z], [51. 
The generator constants, excitation and speed-governing sys- 
tem dab and three operating points (Lightly loaded. Standard 
and Hewily loaded) for simulations axe same as in 121, 151. 
System Rsponses in terms of and Awl_3 for these 
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Ibree operating points with 'mil without stabilizers are shown 
in Figures 5 to 10. I'erforn~~nce indices J fhr hotli the con- 
trollers are also given in top-right Iiiuid co~r1ier. 

Figure 5 shows responses in  Lightly loaded operating point 
(LOP), following a step cliaiige o l  0.1 pu in input torque a t  
mut 1. Tlie ligures illustrate that with both Llie stalilizen 
CPSS aiid I'FPSS (conventionnl ond proposed) dnnripiiig is 
improved consideral>ly bnt with PFI'SS settling time a s  well 
as peak overnlii)ot is ninch less tllaii tliat conld he achieved 
with CPSS. Figure 6 illnstrates Ihe situation utider Lightly 
loaded oper;ihig point. wlieii there is ii 3-9 to gronnd fin111 for 
I 5 0  nx at a point (say 13). niiddle of a line whicli is reinwed 
alter Ilie fault. The system is nnstable for this fault witliont 
stabilizers biL it is stnlile with both stabilizers. Settling time 
wid ovet'shools :we inuch iinproved with I'FI'SS. The sane 
slialy is carried oiit under Standmrl and Heavily loaded op- 
erating conditions (SOP :md HOP) also. Step disturbance is 
given at unit 2 in  case of Stnndasd operating point atld at niit 
3 in Heavily loaded case, Figures 7 and 9 respectively. It caii 
be seen that system respoiises are inucb better with PFPSS. 
Responses shown in Pigures 8 and 10 relate to 3-9 to groiind 
fniilt ror 50 nis. The system williout stabilizers is niistable for 
(his fiult but I'FPSS stabilizes it inucli faster lllaii that CPSS 
ciin do. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 
A modified nietliod has been proposed for designing hzzy 
logic based power system slabilizen. The proposed stabilizer 
is easier to implenient in mnnltiinacliine system aiid is showii 
to'be quire eflective U i  damping out both local aiid mnultiiiiodal 
oscillations 

6. AIW?NDIX 

Gili,, 

Figure 11. Block diagram ol'convenlioual I'SS 

'Talile 1. Oplunal stabilizer parameteis of CI'SS and I'FI'SS 

MFs Equations and Its Parameters 

Triangula mneml~ersbip fiidction (TRIMF: 'N' and 'I") has 
three parameters 'a', 'b' nnd 'c' and it is defined as: 

'Table 2. Inpnt and Output MFs parmeters for I'FPSS 

LN 0.05 145 0.05 305 
LP -0.05 125 0.05 325 
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